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heartbound ost

Not the worst top down racer, and not the best. At least it's not awful.. Cons:
Plot essentially non-existent.
Diolog is terrible.
Gameplay is all right but nothing to write home about.
Even for Pixel Art, it's not very good.

Pros:
There's a power up called "Farts" that lets your "ball" fart on command.

Conclusion:
10/10, would fart again.. This is a pretty addicting little game. I was hoping it'd be longer, and with more customization to how
things were built, but that was just the optimist in me. Like most time management games, the levels are effectively largely pre-
planned for you going in, with little real option for where to put what even if it seems fairly wide open when you first start the
level. Really, this could have been a much bigger and more ambitious game, and it would have been amazing, but it's still good
for what it is and at the price point it's offered for.. This is a video game, therefore I cannot recommend it.. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_tWC5qtfby4. It honestly saddens me that this game has been on the Steam store front for
about 12 full hours and still has yet to have a single review posted. ..I am writing this games first review with THIS very review
here. I hear your thoughts.. 12 hours isn't that long.. but my point is that if this game were the 5,000th Unity asset flip horror
game or the 8,457th Unreal Asset flip Zombie Survival game, it would likely already at least a dozen reviews posted. - And I
bring up this point because.....

THIS GAME IS FLIPPING AMAZING! I found this game here on Steam this morning, purchased it, and thought it looked fun,
but I had no idea it would be this addicting, this full of chaotic action, or this much damn fun! I just gave this game my "First
Play on Launch Day 1st Impressions Review" and this little gem turned into one of my rare "Indie Gold" games of the year!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=3NRNL0LwsIE&feature=youtu.be

My 99% Score for this game is my highest score I've given to any indie game in all of 2018, and since it is the very end of the
year, I guess sometimes these indie developers truly "save the best for last"!

Highly recommended, and this game deserves AWARDS for not only gameplay but also ORIGINALITY, CREATIVITY, and
SIMPLICITY. It truly is so simple that it's brilliant! ..Just Buy it and thank me later! Oh, yeah, be sure you don't do what I did
and "assume that you use the WASD or Arrow keys or even a controller (which all work) but just use your MOUSE! Your
mouse is by far the best and easiest way to play this game and I demonstrate that in the video linked above! ..Have fun! =). This
is my favorite visual novel as of yet. I can't wait until the rest of the series becomes available in english.. First mission in the
game the mission never starts I just end up driving around aimlessly in the harbor. I played the heck out of the demo, so of
course I had to buy the full version. As it was in the demo, Pitch Hit is intuitive, simple, and fun. I could show this game to a
non-gamer who hasn't tried VR yet, and they could get the hang of it easily.

There isn't a ton of content as of now, but this is the kind of game that I'll come back to every so often for 10 or 15 minutes to
get my VR baseball fix. My favorite mode is definitely playing catch with myself, which is way more fun than I thought it
would be.
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So far the best expansion making an already huge game even bigger. The level of detail of the NPC simulation is quite an
achievement. Sectors have all new distinctive looks and different atmospheres which makes exploration exciting. Warehouse is
a great addition and many issues in the base game have been fixed with the free update.. Love the game! The art is fantastic and
the music is very immersive too.

<3 anime girls!. I realy enjoy playing this game. :D. Don't buy this crap... really!

If you have completed the basic game, you will have so much money, that you can buy the additional items instantly. Not very
challenging. You will complete all new quest within 45 minutes. This DLC is way too expensive and disappointing!
. I'm so \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing done, anything that requires any form of cooperation has finally reached it's peak with
the amount of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665T I GET when I'm constantly trying my best and constantly
getting nothing but \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing failure, It's like WHY IS IT THAT I HAVE TO
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING CONSTANTLY GET \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ED OVER BY SOMEONE ELSES
MISTAKE, YES I KNOW I DID WRONG, BUT WHEN IM NOT WRONG \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 YOU FOR
PRETENDING YOUR RIGHT. Teamwork, Consideration, and being Dependent can easily be \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
misguided from all the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing miscommunication in the whole god damn
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665world.

Forced: A slightly better edition, Ruining friendships, trust, and patience all in 1 sitting.

tl;dr: It took 1 video game to make me lose faith in humanity AGAIN...... I cant say I would pay full price. good thing its on
sale. I really hate the dialogue parts where your player just talks to herself with poor voice acting. If I had the option to turn off
that annoying in thought dialouge I would. but I cant ya know. Shure she needs to talk to that voice thing but to herself puts me
in an uncomfortably cringey spot.. 10/10, would suicide again
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